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Westinghouse Energy Systems g55, , 3 ,33Electric Corporation

NSD-NRC-97-5089 |

DCP/NRC0831
Docket No.: STN-52-003

April 25,1997

Document Control Desk |

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: TURBINE OVERSPEED TRIP - KEY ISSUE 14
|

Dear Mr. Quay:

The AP600 design utilizes an electronic turbine overspeed trip in lieu of a mechanical turbine
overspeed trip. This is inconsistent with the recommendation found in Criteria III.2.c under Review
Procedures in Standard Review Plan Section 10.2. This has been identified as Key issue 14 in your
letter of December 6,1997.

Westinghouse has performed an assessment of the probability of a destructive failure of the turbine
with either the electronic overspeed trip or the mechanical trip. The results of this assessment show
that the two designs are equivalent during operation. This assessment did not consider errors during
testing. The use of an electronic overspeed trip system in lieu of a mechanical overspeed trip device
is in compliance with the requirements in General Design Criteria 4 for protection from missiles. This
design is also in conformance with the Acceptance Criteria in Standard Review Plan 10.2.

Attached is a summary of this issue and a description of the AP600 design. This information should
Ivrmit the NRC staff to complete the review of the turbine overspeed protection, close Key Issue 14,
and close the associated open item (OITS #358). The Westinghouse status for OITS #358 will be
changed to Action N.

Please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856 with any questions.

hr /. #'
.

Brian A. McIntyre, Manager ,

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
I I
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cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment) #

N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)
~
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KEY ISSUE 14: TURBINE OVERSPEED TRIP (OI-358)

NRC Statements: ,

1

"M10.2-1 (TURBINE OVERSPEED TRIP) The AP600 turbine generator does not have a mechanical
overspeed trip device as described in SRP Section 10.2, Paragraph III.2.c. The applicant should
provide the bases for not having a mechanical overspeed trip device. Specifically, the concern of
diversity and common mode failure needs to be addressed."

Per NRC Letter dated entitled Westinghouse AP600 Turbine Overspeed Protection - Key Issue #14
dated Ap'ril 11,1997, " .. Westinghouse has not provided any quantitative engineering analysis or
operating data to support the assertions that the AP600 turbine overspeed trip reliability and diversity
is equal to or better than the turbine overspeed protection recommended in SRP Section 10.2.
Additionally, Westinghouse has not addressed the concera of common mode failure for two electrical
trips as stated in the DSER."

Issue: -

AP600 desigh utilizes an electronic overspeed trip system in lieu of the mechanical overspeed trip
device. The SRP recommends a mechanical trip device.

,

AP600 Position:

The AP600 design maintains high reliability in overspeed protection during normal operations and
reduces the chance for overspeed events during testing by replacing the mechanical overspeed trip
device with a new electronic overspeed trip system. The new electronic overspeed trip system is
diverse from the overspeed protection control portion of the existing electrohydraulic control system
(DEH).,

Discussion:

The following oscussions provide a technical description of the electrohydraulic control system and
the new electronic overspeed trip system. Included in the discussions are the redundancy, diversity
and testing requirements of the electronic overspeed trip system design and the results of a
Westinghouse probabilistic risk assessment.

Electrohydraulic Control System:

Turbine speed control is provided by the governing action of the electrohydraulic control system. The
DEH has two modes of operation to protect the turbine against overspeed. The first mode is the speed
control that functions to maintain the desired speed. The second mode is the overspeed protection

.' control (OPC) which operates if the normal speed control should fail or upon a load rejection. There
are two soleneid valves in the OPC and they are arranged in parallel and are deenergized closed under
normal operating conditions. In the closed position, the solenoid valves block a path to drain of the
OPC trip header fluid, and pressure can be established under the interceptor valve and governor valves
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servo-actuators. In the event of an OPC action, such as occurs if the unit reaches 103% of rated speed
or, if the generator breaker is opened when internal pressures in the turbine indicate that it is carrying
above 30% load, the solenoid valves open releasing the OPC trip header fluid to drain. This causes
the immediate closing of the interceptor valves and governor valves. Check valves between the auto

-

stop emergency trip (AST) Ouid circuit and the OPC fluid circuit retain the pressure in the AST line
' and the throttle valve and reheat stop valve remain open. With a reduction in speed, to rated speed;,

the solenoid valves close, the interceptor and governor valves reopen, and the governor valves take
over control of the turbine and keep the unit at rated speed.

Three speed sensore located at the governor pedestal of the high pressure (HP) turbine monitor turbine
speed. The turbine speed is calculated via the Westinghouse Digital Processing Family (WDPF)
computer.

This DEH portion of the AP600 speed control and overspeed control design is not unique to AP600
and has been utilize,d in numerous nuclear plants. -

.

-
,

Electronic Overspeed Trip System: .

*

The elutronic overspeed, trip system replaces the mechanical overspeed protective trip device typically
used in nuclear plants. -

;

There are six trip solenoid valves contained in the trip control block mounted on the trip system skid
located on the governor pedestal. Four of the solenoid valves are energized from the electronic
overspeed trip system also called the emergency trip system (ETS). The remaining two are controlled
by the OPC portion of the DEH controller as described above.

The ETS uses the four trip control block solenoid valves called auto-stop emergency trip (AST).
| These solenoid valves (PY49321, PY49322, PY49323 and PY49324) are energized closed during
'

normal steam turbine operation. When the solenoid valves are closed, they block a path to drain of
the auto-stop emergency trip header fluid, and pressure can be established under the steam inlet valve
actuators. When the solenoid valves are deenergized and open, the header fluid goes to drain and -

causes the throttle valve, reheat stop valve, governor valve and interceptor valve to close. Through the
DEH, the decrease in pressure results in the opening of the turbine drain valves, and the closing of the
turbine non-return valves.

The four AST solenoid valves are arranged into a series / parallel configuration. To provide redundant.

protection, they are arranged into two redundant circuits with two solenoid-activated valves per circuit.
PY49321 and 23 correspond to circuit I and PY49322 and 24 correspond to circuit 2. It can be seen
from Figure I that both circuits must trip before the auto-stop emergency trip header pressure I

collapses to close the steam turbine intet valves. Tripping occurs if at least one solenoid valve in each !

circuit is deenergized. This fail-safe design provides the system with both reliability and testability. I
'

Reliability is enhanced in that the failure of any one of the solenoid valves in either circuit will not
cause a turbine trip or prevent a valid trip. Testability is achieved by the fact that one circuit can be )
tripped without actually tripping the turbine. Furthermore, the solenoids in each circuit can be tested

,

individually by locking-out one at a time from the circuit test. Testing each solenoid valve i
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individually confirms the tripping function without requiring an actual trip.

The ETS monitors turbine speed via two speed sensors located at the turbine turning gear. Speed is
calculated via redundant AIRPAX microprocessors. Both the speed sensor location and the computer
which calculates speed are therefore diverse from the DEH OPC speed sensor location and computer.

The AST header pressure between circuits I and 2 is monitored by two pressure switches (PS49330A
and PS49330B). The DEH senses the change in fluid pressure to confirm that the circuit being tested
has indeed tripped, and to prevent testing one circuit when the other circuit is being tested.

The two solenoid OPC valves are not controlled from the ETS described in this section. They are
controlled directly from the DEH OPC as previously described in this document.

Speed Sensors:
,

it should be noted that although the speed sensors used in the ETS are redundant, they are not diverse
,

from the DEH OPC speed sensors, identical speed sensors were selected based on their high reliability
in actual service. As noted below, the probability of failure of the overspeed protection system is
controlled by the failure rate of the turbine inlet valves and by blockage in the emergency trip tluid
line, not failure of the speed sensors.
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FIGURE I - TRIP SYSTEM HYDRAULIC INTERFACE
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Advantages of New Electronic Overspeed Trip System:
Each tripping function can be individually tuted on-line from the opentor/ test panel without.

tripping the turbine by separately testing each circuit of the appropriate trip function. The solenoid
valves may be individually tested.
Protection is provided against spurious trips during testing.*

Testing of the emergency trip system trip functions is done without disabling the trip protection in.

the circuit not in test or the DEH overspeed protection control thereby always maintaining
overspeed protection for the turbine-generator.
Unlike testing of the mechanical overspeed device, testing is performed without the need for an.

operator to manually operate the manual overspeed trip lever located at the turbine front standard.
This " front standard test" is a cause, for concern because not resetting the trips after the test or at
the proper time can allow the turbine to trip. -

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Results: ,

'

A recent Westinghouse probability assessment of the new electronic overspeed trip system for the
AP600 shows the conditional probability of destructive overspeed to be unchanged by replacing th,e
mechanical trip device with the new electronic overspeed trip system. In both cases the calculated
value is 1.2x104. Additionally, the mechanical overspeed trip device and the new electronic overspeed -

trip system were shown to have failure probabilities on the same order of magnitude (101. It'should |

be noted that the dominant element in the total probability of destructive overspeed is the failure of the
tutNne intet valves to close on demand and by blockage in the emergency trip fluid line. If the ;
mechanical overspeed trip device or the electronic overspeed trip system were 100% reliable, the

'

conditional probability of destructive overspeed would decrease minimally.

|
Conclusion:

The speed control and overspeed protection function of the DEH combined with the electronic
overspeed .tric system redundant speed switches, trip circuits, and power supplies provide a level of
redundancy and diversity at least equivalent to the recommendations for turbine overspeed protection
found in 111.2 of Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800) Section 10.2. Additionally, the issues and i

problems with overspeed protection systems identified in NUREG-1275 (Reference 3) have been
addressed to minimize turbine overspeed events during turbine overspeed protection system testing.
As noted in'NUREG-1275, testing of overspeed protection systems in operating plants has resulted in
excessive overspeed in several cases. Replacing the mechanical overspeed device with the electronic j

overspeed trip system reduces the potential of accidental plant trips due to operator error. |
|
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